Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Downy mildew resistance in grapevine has been mapped to over a dozen loci from over half a dozen *Vitis* spp. (Buonassisi et al. [@CR9]). Most loci found have been qualitative (i.e., they explain the majority of the variation in the disease phenotype in a particular experiment), but a few explain only a small portion of the variation (Bellin et al. [@CR4]; Blasi et al. [@CR5]; Moreira et al. [@CR24]; Venuti et al. [@CR34]). Resistance dependent on a single dominant locus is not seen as being durable, especially to an air-borne outcrossing pathogen like the one that causes grapevine downy mildew (Buonassisi et al. [@CR9]; McDonald and Linde [@CR23]). By contrast, quantitative resistance is controlled by many genes, each of which contributes a small portion to the resistance phenotype (Poland et al. [@CR27]). Additionally, quantitative resistance can be controlled by different metabolic processes in the plant, including nucleotide-binding site leucine-rich repeat (NBS-LRR) resistance genes. A pathogen evolving to overcome quantitative resistance would face a more difficult path to affect the same phenotype, e.g., necrosis or sporulation, as it would on a susceptible plant because more effector genes in the pathogen would need to mutate or experience recombination in order to overcome the multifaceted resistance in the plant. It is especially important to prevent pathogen evolution from overcoming disease resistance in grapevine because it is not economically feasible to replant a vineyard due to loss of disease resistance if it occurs a few years after planting, unlike maize or wheat where one can change the cultivar that is grown yearly.

Grapevine downy mildew, caused by the obligate biotrophic oomycete *Plasmopara viticola* (Berk. & M.A. Curtis) Berl. & de Toni, is a common cause of yield loss for *Vitis vinifera* cultivars, which generally lack genetic resistance to the disease (Buonassisi et al. [@CR9]). Wild *Vitis* species, e.g., *V. amurensis*, *V. cinerea*, *V. riparia*, *V. rupestris*, on the other hand, have genetic resistance to downy mildew (Cadle-Davidson [@CR10]) and are commonly used as parents in resistance breeding efforts and in genetic studies. Infection on grapevine leaves can be detected by observing sporulation or host necrosis, which on resistant vines is often associated with a hypersensitive response (HR) (Bellin et al. [@CR4]; Buonassisi et al. [@CR9]). Sporulation can be quantified either manually using human vision or by computer vision algorithms (Divilov et al. [@CR12]). Research in identifying downy mildew resistance quantitative trait loci (QTL) in grapevine has focused on disease phenotypes, e.g., sporulation and HR, but physical barriers produced by a plant can also play a role in the prevention of disease. Kortekamp and Zyprian ([@CR18]) used four wild *Vitis* accessions to demonstrate that trichomes on the abaxial side of grapevine leaves can play a role in resistance to downy mildew disease by forming a hydrophobic surface above the leaf that blocks *P. viticola* sporangia from reaching stomata. As with sporulation, leaf trichome density can also be quantified using computer vision algorithms (Divilov et al. [@CR12]).

To breed grapevines that have either qualitative or quantitative resistance to downy mildew using marker-assisted selection, one needs to find significant associations between downy mildew resistance ratings and genetic markers. However, it is rare to identify potential causal genes after QTL mapping due to linkage disequilibrium present in the region a QTL resides. Therefore, one often knows the physical location of the causal locus only within a range of one to four megabases. RNA-Seq (Wang et al. [@CR37]) is a high-throughput RNA sequencing method that can be used to identify candidate genes for QTL by finding differentially transcribed genes in the region where a QTL resides. Here, we describe newly identified QTL associated with downy mildew resistance phenotypes, and the use of RNA-Seq to find candidate genes for two QTL on chromosome 14.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Plant material and phenotyping methods {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------

The plant material used consisted of two F~1~ grapevine families, *V. rupestris* B38 x 'Horizon' (RH) and 'Horizon' × *V. cinerea* B9 (HC), grown unreplicated in a vineyard in Geneva, New York. 'Horizon' ancestry is derived from *V. vinifera* and North American *Vitis* spp. (Reisch et al. [@CR28]). The progeny of the HC family segregate for ribbon-type trichomes (Ma et al. [@CR21]) on the abaxial side of their leaves, while leaves of the RH family are glabrous. Both families were phenotyped following controlled inoculation of eightfold replicated, surface-sterilized, 1-cm leaf discs on 1% agar, as previously described in detail (Divilov et al. [@CR12]) and briefly summarized here. Phenotypes were assayed with manual and computer vision methods. The manual rating of sporulation area was on an ordinal scale from 1 = no sporulation to 5 = extensive sporulation (Kono et al. [@CR41]). The computer vision ratings of percent sporulation area ranged between 0 and 1. These were based on analyses of images using OpenCV (Bradski [@CR6]) collected on a handheld Apple iPhone 5s with ambient laboratory lighting, focusing on the blue layer and accounting for unequal lighting conditions using a Wallis filter. The proportion of saturated pixels (value = 255) was calculated after removing leaf veins via the Hough line transform algorithm.

The HC family was also phenotyped for percent leaf trichome area using a leaf disc assay with the same computer vision method at 2 days post-inoculation (dpi) (Divilov et al. [@CR12]). Hypersensitive response (HR) was assessed in both families at 2 dpi using a visual manual rating method where leaf discs were scored on a 1--5 ordinal scale (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The RH family was phenotyped in 2015 with 163 F~1~ genotypes and with three experiments, and in 2016 with 157 F~1~ genotypes and with two experiments. The HC family was phenotyped in 2015 and 2016 with 152 and 145 F~1~ genotypes, respectively, and with two experiments in each year. Susceptible and resistant controls were included to ensure inoculum quality. For the RH family, 'Cabernet Sauvignon' was the susceptible control for the first two experiments in 2015, while 'Chardonnay' was the susceptible control for all other experiments, and *V. rupestris* B38 was the resistant control. For the HC family, 'Chardonnay' was the susceptible control and *V. cinerea* B9 was the resistant control. Each experiment took place at a different date and consisted of four phenotypes taken on successive days starting at either 3 or 4 dpi for the sporulation phenotype. A phenotype within each dpi consisted of the average rating of eight leaf discs, two from each of four leaves obtained from different shoots on a vine. The RH family was phenotyped for HR in all experiments while the HC family was phenotyped for HR in all experiments except the first one in 2015.Fig. 1The ordinal visual scale for rating hypersensitive response on grapevine leaf discs

Phenotype modeling and heritability analysis {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------

To analyze the 2015 and 2016 multi-experiment data for a phenotype, we fit a linear mixed model (McCulloch and Searle [@CR22]) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text{y}}$$\end{document}$ and n were the number of years and number of experiments over the years, respectively. In addition to the sporulation and HR phenotypes, we also calculated the heritability of the leaf trichome phenotype. In that case, the only fixed effects in the linear mixed model were the same as those for HR. The models were fit using the EMMREML R package (Akdemir and Godfrey [@CR1]) with the efficient mixed-model association (EMMA) algorithm (Kang et al. [@CR40]) used to obtain estimates of variance components.

Single phenotype QTL analysis {#Sec5}
-----------------------------

To find QTL for the breeding values of a trait, a Haley--Knott linear regression model was built using forward and backward stepwise selection with R/qtl (Broman et al. [@CR8]). Haley--Knott regression is an approximation to standard interval mapping (Broman and Sen [@CR7]). Interaction effects were not considered for inclusion in the model. The logarithm of odds (LOD) penalty for each trait was determined by 1000 permutation tests with an alpha value of 0.05. Approximate Bayes credible intervals were calculated for QTL and represented the region in which a QTL resides with probability ≥ 0.95. The genotyping error rate used to calculate conditional genotype probabilities was set to 0.001. RH and HC family genetic maps used for the analyses were made with HetMappS and were previously published (Hyma et al. [@CR15]). Imputation of missing single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data was performed using the expectation--maximization algorithm in rrBLUP (Endelman [@CR13]). Physical locations of the SNPs in these maps were obtained using the 12X.2 version (URGI [@CR33]) of the grapevine reference genome PN40024 (Jaillon et al. [@CR16]). For comparison purposes, we performed the same stepwise regression analysis on manual and computer vision sporulation and HR phenotypes within years within experiments within dpi to observe what QTL were found using these data.

Multiple phenotype Bayesian network analysis {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------

To detect effects between multiple phenotypes, as well as the effect of SNPs on phenotypes, we constructed an averaged Bayesian network for each family using the bnlearn R package (Scutari [@CR29]). A similar analysis has been previously done in wheat (Scutari et al. [@CR31]). For the RH family, we constructed a Bayesian network using the manual sporulation and HR breeding values, as well as the SNPs in that family. For the HC family, the leaf trichome breeding values were included as well. We restricted the manual sporulation trait from affecting the HR and leaf trichome traits, and we restricted the HR trait from affecting the leaf trichome trait. This was done because necrosis is present on the leaf prior to the appearance of sporulation, and leaf trichomes are present on the leaf prior to inoculation. All traits were restricted from affecting the SNPs. We used the SI-HITON-PC algorithm (Aliferis et al. [@CR2]) to find the Markov blanket of each trait individually. The Markov blanket (Pearl [@CR25]) represents the set of traits and SNPs such that a given trait, conditional on its Markov blanket, is independent of all other traits and SNPs. Independence was determined by non-significance of the Pearson's correlation coefficient between a variable conditional on its Markov blanket and a variable outside the Markov blanket tested using a Student's *t* test with an alpha value of 0.01. The hill-climbing algorithm (Scutari [@CR29]) was then used to find the structure of the Bayesian network containing the traits and their Markov blankets. In the network, the distribution of a variable, or node, of interest conditional on its parents, i.e., nodes with arrows pointing to the node of interest, is parameterized as a linear regression model. The hill-climbing algorithm greedily adds arrows between nodes such that the total Bayesian information criterion (BIC), which is a function of the log likelihood of a linear regression model and a parameter penalization term, among the linear regression models achieves its highest value (the BIC is rescaled by − 2 in bnlearn). The total BIC is the sum of the BICs of the individual linear regression models. Hill-climbing algorithms can also remove and reverse arrows between nodes, but this was not done here. We allowed the SNPs within all Markov blankets to affect any trait to account for possible pleiotropy. We constructed 1000 networks using a random set of 90% of the individuals in a family for each network and then created an averaged network where we kept the structural components, i.e., the arrows or edges, present in at least half of the networks. Empirically, we found that edge thresholds estimated from data (Scutari and Nagarajan [@CR30]), which were close to 0.5, did not lead to robust networks, i.e., network nodes were different in various iterations of the creation of the averaged network. However, this was not the case for a threshold set to 0.5. QTL bootstrapped confidence intervals of the averaged network SNPs were obtained by calculating the range of physical locations of SNPs on the same chromosome as the averaged network SNPs found to affect the same trait in at least 5% of the networks. The networks were drawn using BayesNet (Luttinen [@CR20]).

RNA-Seq experimental design and analysis {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------

On 11 July 2016 and 19 July 2016, two leaf disc assay experiments were conducted following the same phenotyping methodology used in the experiments described above. For RNA-Seq analyses, 28 RH genotypes were chosen that segregated for two QTL on chromosome 14, one on each of the RH parental maps found using the stepwise regression approach explained above with the computer vision sporulation trait. Specifically, 15 of the 28 genotypes were heterozygous and homozygous for the most significant marker within the QTL from *V. rupestris* B38 and 'Horizon', respectively, while the other 13 genotypes were homozygous and heterozygous for the most significant marker within the QTL from *V. rupestris* B38 and 'Horizon', respectively. Because markers exist in very close linkage to the most significant markers in both QTL credible intervals that are of opposite phase, the phase information of the most significant marker in both QTL credible intervals is not informative. Positive and negative control genotypes were included to ensure inoculum quality. At 7 h post-inoculation, single leaf discs from each of the 28 genotypes were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at − 80 °C prior to RNA extraction using the Spectrum™ Plant Total RNA Kit (Sigma-Aldrich). Leaf discs of each genotype from the two experiments were combined prior to RNA extraction. Libraries were made using the protocol of Zhong et al. ([@CR39]) and sequenced using the Illumina NextSeq 500 to obtain single-end 75 bp reads. Reads were aligned to the 12X.2 version of the grapevine reference genome PN40024 using HISAT2 (Kim et al. [@CR17]) and the transcriptome was assembled using StringTie (Pertea et al. [@CR26]) with the CRIBI functional annotation (Vitulo et al. [@CR35]). Transcribed genes were analyzed by fitting a linear model $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\bf {X}}$$\end{document}$ was a design matrix that contained the indicator variables for the intercept and the genotype-phase grouping; $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\boldsymbol {\varepsilon}} \sim {\text {N}}({\bf {0}},{\bf {I}}{\boldsymbol{\sigma}}_{\boldsymbol {\varepsilon}}^{2} )$$\end{document}$ was a vector holding the error. For each gene, the full model was compared to a model without the grouping covariate to derive an F statistic. The significance threshold for the F statistic was set to a q value of 0.05. We called genes that passed the significance threshold differentially transcribed genes. Only those physically located within the 95% approximate Bayes credible intervals of the two QTL on chromosome 14 from *V. rupestris* B38 and 'Horizon' were considered as possible candidate genes. The UniProt database (The UniProt Consortium [@CR32]) was used to determine the names and GO terms of candidate genes.

Data availability {#Sec8}
-----------------

The phenotypic and genetic data, as well as the code used to run the linear mixed models and single time point, single phenotype, and multiple phenotype Bayesian network analyses, are available at <https://github.com/kdivilov/TAG_2018>. The RNA-Seq analysis pipeline is included in the repository as well. The raw RNA-Seq data are available from <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA281110>.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

All phenotypes were approximately normally distributed, except for the HC family HR and manual sporulation phenotype distributions, which were approximately truncated normal distributions (Supplementary Fig. 1; Divilov et al. [@CR12]). The heritabilities for the RH family manual and computer vision sporulation and HR phenotypes were 0.40, 0.43, and 0.58, respectively. The heritabilities for the HC family manual and computer vision sporulation and HR phenotypes were 0.67, 0.21, and 0.73, respectively. The heritability of leaf trichomes in the HC family was 0.83. Single phenotype and multiple phenotype Bayesian network analyses in total identified ten significant QTL for these traits on chromosomes 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 14 (two QTL), 15, 16, and 18, described below.

Single phenotype QTL from the RH family explained between 7 and 17% of the variation in the traits examined. Three QTL, one on chromosome 11 from 'Horizon' and two on chromosome 14 from *V. rupestris* B38 and 'Horizon' were found using the computer vision sporulation breeding values (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The same QTL with overlapping physical locations were found using the manual sporulation breeding values in addition to one on chromosome 18 from 'Horizon'. Two QTL, one on chromosome 8 from 'Horizon' and one on chromosome 11 from *V. rupestris* B38 and 'Horizon' were found using the HR breeding values. The HR QTL on chromosome 11 co-located with the sporulation QTL on chromosome 11.Table 1Statistics for the QTL found from the single phenotype stepwise regression analysis performed on breeding values of the *V. rupestris* B38 x 'Horizon' (RH) and 'Horizon' × *V. cinerea* B9 (HC) F~1~ families incorporating data across 2 years and multiple experimentsNameFamilyChrHeterozygous parent^a^PhenotypeLOD threshold^b^LOD score^c^% Var. explained^d^Effect size^e^95% credible interval (Mbp)^f^*Rpv17*RH8HorizonHypersensitive response (HR)3.606.7012.940.14911.369--11.721--12.184*Rpv18*RH11HorizonSporulation (manual)3.594.698.770.1597.038--8.138--19.921*Rpv18*RH11HorizonSporulation (computer vision)3.654.218.510.0067.038--16.995--19.921RH11*V. rupestris* B38Hypersensitive response (HR)3.604.117.660.1177.609--17.753--19.857*Rpv18*RH11HorizonHypersensitive response (HR)3.608.7117.330.16915.397--15.397--16.994RH14HorizonSporulation (manual)3.597.7515.140.20823.275--24.823--25.002RH14HorizonSporulation (computer vision)3.655.7611.910.00724.366--25.002--25.778*Rpv19*RH14*V. rupestris* B38Sporulation (manual)3.596.1911.830.18427.119--29.790--29.790*Rpv19*RH14*V. rupestris* B38Sporulation (computer vision)3.657.3415.510.00827.085--29.543--29.790RH18HorizonSporulation (manual)3.593.796.990.1466.598--9.684--14.528HC5HorizonSporulation (manual)3.435.5811.270.3140.844--3.112--5.511HC5HorizonHypersensitive response (HR)3.446.9115.100.1770.114--2.388--3.642*Rpv20*HC6HorizonHypersensitive response (HR)3.444.008.370.1420.770--0.907--13.625*Rpv21*HC7HorizonSporulation (manual)3.435.4210.900.3120.994--2.129--3.150HC8HorizonSporulation (manual)3.435.8111.770.32316.814--19.217--22.458HC8HorizonHypersensitive response (HR)3.444.8610.290.14717.766--19.609--22.458^a^The heterozygous parent is the one that has the heterozygous allele. SNPs for the genotypes in the families either were homozygous for one allele or heterozygous because only pseudo-testcross markers were used to build the genetic maps (Hyma et al. [@CR15])^b^Calculated using 1000 permutation tests with an alpha value of 0.05^c^Given for the most significant marker in a QTL credible interval^d^Calculated as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Single phenotype QTL from the HC family explained between 8 and 15% of the variation in the traits examined. Three QTL on chromosomes 5, 7, and 8 from 'Horizon' were found using the HC family manual sporulation breeding values, but no QTL were found using the computer vision sporulation breeding values. Three HR QTL from 'Horizon' were identified, one each on chromosomes 5 and 8 that co-located with those found with the HC manual sporulation breeding values, and one on chromosome 6. The QTL found on chromosome 8 from the HC family manual sporulation and HR breeding values did not co-locate with the one related to HR in the RH family.

Comparing QTL found using the breeding values derived from the linear mixed model that utilized all the data available to those found using phenotypes from a single dpi within an experiment within a year, fourteen and eight QTL were found with the latter data for RH and HC families, respectively (Supplementary Table 1). Among those, seven and four of the QTL in their respective families were found only once. All five and four QTL found in the RH and HC families, respectively, using the linear mixed model were also found using the individual time point analysis. No QTL that was found only once using the individual time point analysis was found using the linear mixed model approach. For the RH family, the mean and median approximate Bayes credible intervals of QTL obtained using the breeding values were 5.7 and 2.7 Mbp wide, while those obtained using the individual phenotypes were 6.3 and 4.5 Mbp wide, respectively. For the HC family, the mean and median approximate Bayes credible intervals of QTL obtained using the breeding values were 5.6 and 4.7 Mbp, while those obtained using the individual phenotypes were 7.9 and 6.3 Mbp, respectively.

The averaged Bayesian network for the RH family showed no effect on sporulation by HR (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A QTL was found to affect sporulation on chromosome 14 from *V. rupestris* B38 that co-located with the one from the single phenotype analysis (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Three QTL were found to affect HR on chromosomes 8 and 11 from 'Horizon' that co-located with those from the single phenotype analysis and on chromosome 16 from *V. rupestris* B38 that was not found using the single phenotype analysis. The averaged Bayesian network for the HC family showed leaf trichomes having a negative effect on both sporulation and HR and HR having a positive effect on sporulation (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). A QTL on chromosome 6 from 'Horizon' was found to have an effect on HR and a QTL on chromosome 7 from 'Horizon' was found to have an effect on both sporulation and leaf trichomes. Two additional QTL on chromosomes 8 and 15 from 'Horizon' had an effect on leaf trichomes. The QTL on chromosomes 6, 7, and 8 co-located with those from the single phenotype analysis.Fig. 2The averaged Bayesian network for the RH family manual sporulation (Sp) and hypersensitive response (HR) traits. S8, S11, S14, and S16 correspond to SNPs on chromosomes 8, 11, 14, and 16, respectively. The number to the left of an edge pointing from a SNP to a trait represents the absolute effect size of the SNP on the trait while the number to the right represents the percent variance of the trait explained by the SNP calculated as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Of the RNA-Seq reads from the 28 genotypes, on average 86.5% aligned to the 12X.2 reference genome, ranging from 84.3 to 88.3%. In total, 30,402 genetic loci were detected in the transcriptome, 45% of which had a FPKM variance across the genotypes of less than one. There were 95 differentially transcribed genes, of which 75 were located on chromosome 14. Twenty-seven were within the 95% credible intervals for the two QTL on chromosome 14 from *V. rupestris* B38 and 'Horizon'. Among these, two did not correspond to those existing in the CRIBI annotation. The 25 remaining genes are listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and their protein GO terms are given in Supplementary Table 2. Nine of the 25 genes were in the credible interval of the QTL from *V. rupestris* B38, while the other 16 were in the credible interval of the QTL from 'Horizon'.Table 3A list of differentially transcribed candidate genes within two QTL credible intervals on chromosome 14 from the *V. rupestris* B38 × 'Horizon' F~1~ family ordered by significanceGene IDUniProt IDProtein nameHeterozygous parentFold change^a^*q* ValueTranscript range (bp)^b^VIT_14s0108g01130F6H5V6Putative uncharacterized protein*V. rupestris* B380.33\|2.971 × 10^−11^29,767,850--29,771,739VIT_14s0068g00980D7SVG4Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon1.50\|0.670.00000424,740,077--24,753,861VIT_14s0068g01970F6H3X5Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon0.57\|1.760.00000525,633,234--25,634,255VIT_14s0108g00040D7SX63FACT complex subunit SSRP1*V. rupestris* B380.85\|1.170.00004428,871,463--28,878,208VIT_14s0066g02550D7TX08Plasma membrane ATPase*V. rupestris* B381.50\|0.660.00022928,745,606--28,754,974VIT_14s0068g01730D7SVM8Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon1.51\|0.660.00024525,424,955--25,439,887VIT_14s0068g00800D7SVE8Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon0.81\|1.230.00031624,574,253--24,580,946VIT_14s0108g00150F6H5P3 Putative uncharacterized protein*V. rupestris* B381.51\|0.660.00062828,944,177--28,951,278VIT_14s0068g01720F6H465 Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon0.65\|1.530.00202125,424,822--25,425,652VIT_14s0068g01100F6H429 Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon1.19\|0.840.00218224,882,721-24,885,537VIT_14s0068g02110A5BE40 Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon1.43\|0.700.00222825,707,772--25,712,673VIT_14s0068g01940A5BCW2 Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon0.81\|1.240.00260725,605,002--25,609,466VIT_14s0066g02560A5BD80 Thioredoxin h4*V. rupestris* B380.83\|1.200.00872128,755,934--28,756,776VIT_14s0068g00660Q19N38 WD repeat 2Horizon1.30\|0.770.01098124,473,597--24,477,950VIT_14s0108g01100F6H5V3 Putative uncharacterized protein*V. rupestris* B381.37\|0.730.01252129,753,062--29,756,587VIT_14s0108g00070D7SX65 Putative uncharacterized protein*V. rupestris* B380.71\|1.400.01373828,889,440--28,894,772VIT_14s0066g00830D7TWK7Putative uncharacterized protein*V. rupestris* B380.75\|1.330.01750027,308,643--27,313,582VIT_14s0068g01310F6H442 Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon0.82\|1.220.02160225,043,826--25,044,557VIT_14s0068g01710D7SVM6 Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon0.75\|1.330.02160225,408,934--25,417,805VIT_14s0066g02380A5AEQ 0Putative uncharacterized protein*V. rupestris* B381.16\|0.860.02276528,580,980--28,583,873VIT_14s0068g01840A5BFT4 Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon0.72\|1.390.02441525,554,099--25,554,809VIT_14s0068g01260F6H440 Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon0.58\|1.710.02726425,012,954--25,022,155VIT_14s0068g01990D7SVP7Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon0.72\|1.390.02807725,641,499--25,645,266VIT_14s0068g01270F6H441 Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon1.84\|0.540.02959825,022,156--25,022,479VIT_14s0068g01160D7SVI1 Putative uncharacterized proteinHorizon2.20\|0.450.04840424,943,888--24,944,747GO terms for these genes are given in Supplementary Table 2^a^Calculated as two raised to a power equal to that of the effect size of the grouping covariate for a given gene. Two fold change values are given due to the uncertainty of which phase the effect is coming from for a given QTL. Each column left or right of the vertical bar represents one phase^b^The range was calculated by finding the start and end locations of all transcripts for a gene and finding the most proximal start location and the most distal end location

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

When searching for QTL to introgress into grapevine germplasm, we are particularly interested in those QTL that show a consistent effect across years. In our linear mixed model approach, we were able to take into account the effects of year and genotype-by-year interaction because we had 2 years of phenotypic data. However, the model was naïve with respect to the assumption of independence between years and did not take into account genotype-by-location interaction effects because the F~1~ families were grown in only one location. In the future, environmental variables, such as soil moisture, could be explored to account for genotype-by-environment interactions. This may aid in understanding how QTL perform in different years and locations using only the data from a single location because such environmental variables are not specific to locations. While we replicated within individual time points since each phenotype was the average of eight leaf disc ratings, this replication did not take into account the effect of the environmental conditions prior to leaf harvest. Thus, when analyzing experiments individually for QTL, as we did using the individual time point analysis, there is a greater level of uncertainty surrounding the phenotypes, which play the role of breeding values in the individual time point analysis, than if the genotypes were replicated across multiple experiments. As we replicate genotypes, we are more certain of their estimated breeding values, and, consequently, of the estimated marker effects. This may explain why none of the QTL found only once using the individual time point analysis were found using the single phenotype analysis and why the QTL found using the individual time point phenotypes have much larger credible intervals.

The QTL found in the RH family using the single phenotype analysis were the same for the manual or computer vision sporulation breeding values with the exception of one additional QTL for the manual sporulation breeding values (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). This is consistent with the finding that the two phenotypes are highly correlated (Divilov et al. [@CR12]). The failure to find any QTL using the computer vision sporulation breeding values in the HC family and the low heritability found for that phenotype reflects the poor accounting of lighting conditions in the computer vision system. Image capture with improved lighting could significantly improve the results for families with trichomes. In the absence of trichome segregation in the RH population, downy mildew sporulation has moderate--high heritability. The QTL on chromosomes 5 and 8 from 'Horizon' found previously for leaf trichome density using the 2 dpi computer vision rating (Divilov et al. [@CR12]) were found to be QTL for disease resistance when using the manual sporulation and HR breeding values in the single phenotype analysis. This is consistent with our finding that leaf trichomes have an effect on manual sporulation and HR using the multiple phenotype Bayesian network approach. The averaged Bayesian network suggests that the QTL on chromosome 8 operates through the modulation of leaf trichomes (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In the same network, we found that the presence of necrosis (here, loosely termed HR) is associated with an increase in sporulation. While HR is a component of a resistance reaction, it does not always completely stop pathogen colonization, and we did not make direct observations to determine whether HR was associated with infection sites or was spontaneous lesions. Sporulation and HR were not associated in the RH family, and we could not find a similar positive correlation in the literature. Further experimentation would be required to determine the cause of this discrepancy. Likewise, the suggested pleiotropic effect of the QTL on chromosome 7 on sporulation and leaf trichomes would be another interesting mechanism to dissect. The advantage of building a multiple phenotype Bayesian network over a single phenotype QTL search is that one obtains a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying traits. For example, in the single phenotype QTL analyses, we found that QTL on chromosomes 5 and 8 are associated with both sporulation and HR. These same QTL were found to be associated with leaf trichome density (Divilov et al. [@CR12]). The Bayesian network attempts to deconvolute these associations using all the phenotypes, with the resulting network showing that neither of the QTL are pleiotropic as the single phenotype analyses suggested (unlike the QTL on chromosome 7).

While most QTL found using the single phenotype analysis were found using the Bayesian network analysis, some of the QTL did not have confidence intervals in the latter analysis (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). For the RH family, the SNP found in the averaged network to affect a trait was on a different parental map than the other SNPs on the same chromosome found to affect the trait in at least 5% of the networks. For the HC family, only one SNP that was found in the averaged network was associated with the QTL on chromosomes 6 and 15 in at least 5% of the networks. This does not mean that the QTL location is known with certainty, but rather is a result of the robustness of the Markov blanket found for the traits. To obtain a more informative level of uncertainty of the QTL physical positions in such situations, one can obtain an approximate Bayesian credible interval as was done in the single phenotype approach.

There are currently 16 known QTL reported to be associated with downy mildew disease resistance (VIVC [@CR36]). No QTL have been found on chromosomes 6, 8, 11, or 16, where we found QTL associated with sporulation and HR. While QTL on chromosome 14 have previously been found, the QTL found by Blasi et al. ([@CR5]) and Venuti et al. ([@CR34]) do not physically co-locate to the QTL we found on chromosome 14. The QTL on chromosome 7 found using the HC family single phenotype and Bayesian network analyses did not co-locate to one previously found on chromosome 7 by Moreira et al. ([@CR24]). We have designated the QTL on chromosome 8 from 'Horizon' *Rpv17*; the QTL on chromosome 11 from 'Horizon' *Rpv18*; the QTL on chromosome 14 from *V. rupestris* B38 *Rpv19*; the QTL on chromosome 6 from 'Horizon' *Rpv20*; and the QTL on chromosome 7 from 'Horizon' *Rpv21*. Because the stepwise regression and Bayesian network analyses disagreed on whether there are one or two QTL on chromosome 14, we only assigned a name to one QTL on that chromosome. Additionally, we have not proposed naming any QTL found only using stepwise regression or only using the Bayesian network analysis.

Since the QTL on chromosome 14 did not explain a large portion of the phenotypic variance, we did not expect to find differentially transcribed NBS-encoding genes, which tend to play a qualitative role in disease resistance, although this role is not absolute (Poland et al. [@CR27]). While a gene encoding FACT (FAcilitates Chromatin Transcription) complex subunit SSRP1 (Structure Specific Recognition Protein 1), which has a GO term associated with DNA binding, was differentially transcribed, we could not find any literature showing its role in disease resistance. Thioredoxin h4, which is part of a family of proteins that interacts with peroxidases (Arnér and Holmgren [@CR3]), is a promising candidate protein because there is evidence that peroxidase activity is associated with downy mildew disease resistance (Kortekamp et al. [@CR19]). The protein A5BE40 likely plays a related role as it is localizes to the peroxisome. Another promising candidate gene is VIT_14s0068g00800, whose protein is predicted to interact in a SNARE (SNAP \[Soluble NSF \[N-ethylmaleimide-Sensitive Factor\] Attachment Protein\] REceptor) complex. Proteins in *Arabidopsis thaliana* interacting in SNARE complexes were shown to be responsible for non-host resistance to powdery mildew of barley (Collins et al. [@CR11]). VIT_14s0068g01970, which is involved in xylan biosynthesis, is another promising candidate gene because the presence of xylan, a type of hemicellulose, was shown to be associated with increased infection of *Fusarium herbarum* on wheat (Wingard [@CR38]). Unfortunately, most differentially transcribed genes were associated with proteins of unknown functionality.

In this study using a multi-year, multi-experiment analysis, we have shown that disease resistance in the genotypes studied is a trait controlled by many QTL with small effect sizes, and is influenced by leaf trichomes as well. Five QTL not previously described were identified. For one F~1~ family studied, we have some evidence that the underlying candidate genes are likely not NBS-encoding genes. We used a susceptible *V. vinifera* genome sequence for our analysis as no resistant wild *Vitis* genome has been assembled, so our gene search was partially biased. We believe breeding with these quantitative genes will help to generate durably resistant grapevine cultivars compared to breeding solely with R genes (Poland et al. [@CR27]). Because we found that leaf trichomes have an effect on disease resistance in one F~1~ family, breeding for leaf trichomes presents another opportunity to select for downy mildew disease resistance. We expect that stacking QTL for leaf trichomes and sporulation and HR disease resistance would produce more durable resistance than breeding for one mechanism of resistance alone.
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